Superintendent Profile:

King Wayman, Pasadera Country Club
By BRIAN BOYER, Superintendent, Cinnabar Hills Golf Club

Have you ever noticed all the superintendent Q&A’s
in Golfdom, and how rarely we get a West Coast
Superintendent? As West Coasters, we knowingly live
with an east coast media bias and an east coast sports bias,
but who’d a thunk there’d be an east coast Superintendent
bias. With so many talented Superintendents in California,
we may as well spotlight them, albeit on a much smaller
scale than Golfdom. I had the opportunity to speak with
King Wayman of Pasadera Country Club, and I hope you
enjoy getting to know him as much as I did.
BB: Where did you grow up?
KW: I grew up in Redding (CA). I’ve been in the Bay
Area since 2001.
BB: Tell me about your family?
KW: My wife, Nora, whom I met at the Home Depot of
all places, and I have been married 14 years. We have a six
year-old daughter named Jordan.
BB: Where did you go to school?
KW: I got my BS in marine ecology at CSU Monterey
Bay, which is what brought me to the Bay Area.
BB: So, how did you end up in turf?
KW: I fell into it, actually. I did a wood working project
for Mike Leach, who at the time was the superintendent
at Pacific Grove. Mike had asked if I was interested in
working on a golf course, and the rest is history, as they
say. While working at Pacific Grove, I went through the
Penn State online program (all while working full time
and raising my daughter!).
BB: How long have you been at Pasadera CC?
KW: I’ve been here since early 2017.
BB: Having been a Superintendent for three years
now, what defines a good salesperson to you?
KW: Somebody that understands what’s in my best
interest and who is knowledgeable about their product
line.
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BB: With the same preface, what defines a good
assistant?
KW: Self-motivated and high energy, leader and learner.
I also want them to speak up and not be afraid to step in
with ideas. Mistakes will be made, and we can learn from
them.
BB: What is your favorite piece of equipment or tool
to use on the golf course?
KW: It’s a toss-up between the Toro ProCore 648 or the
TDR 350.
BB: We’re right in the heart of the pandemic at the
time of this interview, and there’s a lot of doom and
gloom. Have you experienced anything positive
through these difficult times?
KW: The best part about the shelter in place is the lack
of traffic (said with a laugh). In all seriousness, this time

has helped me put things in perspective. We are our
harshest critics. There is only so much we can do with
limited staff, and there’s no sense in beating yourself up
over it. That’s something that will serve me well after the
pandemic is over.
BB: What do you do in your spare time?
KW: We are an outdoor family. We like to go camping
and fishing. Bass Lake and Lake San Antonio are a couple
of favorites. I enjoy golfing when I can.
BB: Is there anything about you that most may not
know that you care to share?
KW: I was in the Marine Corps for 6 years.
BB: Who do you consider a mentor (s)?
KW: Jon Scott was the lead agronomist for the Nicholas
Group and has been a huge resource for me. Also, the
Monterey superintendents are a tight knit group and I
lean on those guys when I need to.
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BB: If I ask you the best or worst day on the golf
course, what story comes to mind first?
KW: I want to keep it positive. The best day is any
day I have my daughter on the course with me. There
is one story, though, that happened during the 2019 US
Open. The new investors had Jack Nicholas come out
to tour the golf course with select committee members.
It was suggested that I start the tour with Jack in my
cart. I wasn’t going to give up the seat unless someone
asked for it, and I ended up in the cart with Jack for two
hours! There was a special event with the members and
Jim Nantz at the clubhouse that someone reminded Jack
about. Jack said they could wait while we finished the
course tour.
BB: If you didn’t end up in golf, what would you be
doing?
KW: I was doing seafloor mapping when I got into golf,
and I’d probably still be doing environmental research.
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